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“In 1977, following a joint initiative from Germany, Italy and Sweden, the European Ju Jitsu Federation (EJJF) was founded. 

Ten years later in 1987, when all main European Countries were already members of EJJF, the scope of the initiative was 

expanded to the world- wide scenario. In fact, in 1987 the International Assembly founded the International Ju Jitsu 

Federation (IJJF) and EJJF continued its activity becoming one of the continental Unions within IJJF, as EJJU. After the 

recognition received by the General Association of International Sports Federations in 1993 and the first participation to 

world-wide multi-sport event (IWGA 1997), the Ju Jitsu International General Assembly of 1998, in order to meet some public 

relations requirements towards further expansion and recognitions, decided to change the name from International Ju Jitsu 

Federation (IJJF) to Ju Jitsu International Federation (JJIF) and Ju Jitsu European Union (JJEU).”
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1 Introduction1 
Present JJEU Board has been elected by the JJEU General Assembly in Ghent, Belgium, 3 June 2016 

for a mandate of 4 years. The Board consists of: 

• Robert Perc, Slovenia   President 

• Rick Frowyn, The Netherlands  General Secretary 

• Michael Korn, Germany   1st Vice President (Senior VP, Treasurer) 

• Philippe Merlin, France   2nd Vice President 

• Dana Mortelmans, Romania  3rd Vice President. 

 

After elections Board had first meeting after election next day, 4 June. The handover plan from old 

Board members to newly elected was set. It has been decided to open new bank account nearest to 

the location of the new Treasurer (following the General Assembly’s decision to move the seat from 

Italy to Germany).  

Pursuing General Assembly decision as of Friday 15 of July the new legal seat of JJEU is at Germany – 

Philippsburg. The major of Philippsburg welcomed JJEU by signing the official papers together with 

the President Robert Perc and Vice President Michael Korn. The new official address of the JJEU is 

Am Nepomuk-Platz 4, 76661 Philippsburg, Germany. 

On 4 June, initial structure was already approved as minimum necessary structure to continue work 

in the union. It has been also decided that next Board meeting will take place in Philippsburg 15-17 of 

July 2017 to continue work on structure and set individual responsibilities within the Board. 

In July Referee Committee was appointed (Mr Ueli Zürcher - SUI, Mr Thomas Meyer – GER and Mr 

Martin Jazbec - SLO) as well as JJEU Sport Director (Mr Christophe Brunet - FRA). 

The Board has decided that further structure and nomination will be build and compose after JJIF 

structure is approved (as expected that after JJIF elections some changes might occur). 

Another work ahead is also work on the JJEU Statutes – revision and overview of possible changes to 

comply with the JJIF Statutes. Board has also accepted the proposal to change title of “European 

Open Championship” (aka European Cup”) to “European Championship” (seniors) to give proper rank 

of the event within other international (open) tournaments in Europe. Events were ranked in A and B 

rank championships. 

We are glad that Athletes Committee for Europe will be elected at the European Championship in 

Banja Luka which will give another added value to participation in the decision-making process 

(subject to structural changes in the JJEU to formal include athlete’s representatives into structure of 

the Board). 

In Vietnam, at the JJIF Congress in September 2016, Mr Robert Perc, JJEU President, was approved 

(confirmed) as JJIF Vice President.  

Upon many international activities, the JJEU has been recognised and listed among European 

Commission’s partner international sport federation. 

                                                           
1 Prepared by Rick Frowyn, the General Secretary. 
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In 2016, we have had the biggest ju-jitsu championship so far in Gelsenkirchen, Germany. The event 

gave outstanding results but also some lessons learned to follow in the future event organisation. 

From organisation and financial point of view it has been remarkable project.  

Following IOC principles of good governance JJEU organised an Expert Technical Meeting in March 

2017 in Planica Slovenia. 

For the future activities, a General Secretary put a lot of effort to prepare 4 years’ calendar of 

championships in Europe to prepare solid and stable programme of activities.  

At this point the Board would like to thank member’s federations, athletes, referees, coaches, 

officials and other ju-jitsu fans for very constructive, positive and future oriented first year of our 

mandate. JJEU has many events in Europe for which we should thank all organisers to take initiative 

of organisation, but also after every event we see that we can learn something new for the future. 

The JJEU has set some bold goals and much more is to be done. We shall try our best to justify your 

support and trust.  

In conclusion, the Board has met 4 times in 2016 and 2 times in 2017. Bellow you may find some 

topics the Board has given special attention to. 

 

2 Organisation, roles and responsibilities of the Board 
Even before election for the new Board took place, in Philippsburg – Germany, on 27 February 2016, 
JJEU Board accept roles, responsibilities and tasks, later approved by JJEU General Assembly at 
Alcobendas, Madrid - Spain, 17 March 2016. Responsibilities are also allocated by the regions but 
subject to possible changes after first JJRIC elections. Here are the main roles and responsibilities: 
 

a) President 

• creates, communicates and implements vision, mission and overall direction, 

• directs JJEU and JJEU Board, 

• represents JJEU towards third parties, 

• ex-officio JJIF Vice President from JJEU, 

• gives consideration and advice to the JJIF Board and Committees on various matters related 
to JJEU activities, 

• responsible for Board work, performance and efficiency, 

• forming, staffing, guiding, leading, and managing an organization sufficient to accomplish the 
responsibilities and requirements of the respected position, 

• formulating and implementing projects and strategies that guides the direction of the JJEU or 
its area of responsibility, 

• achieving overall strategic goals, mission and vision,  

• overseeing the complete operation of JJEU, 

• evaluating the success of the JJEU work and functions, 

• maintaining awareness of fair play and ethics behaviour towards people and nature, 

• distributes responsibilities and tasks within the Board members if not already specified in the 
Statute and by-laws, 

• authorising Board members to deputize JJEU President or appear, participate, decide, sign 
etc. in behalf of the JJEU President in various matters, meetings, events and procedures 
when appropriate or applicable or necessary, 

• good knowledge of speaking, reading and writing in English is expected. 
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b) 1st First Vice President (senior Vice President, the Treasurer) 

• responsible for treasuring and budget, 

• responsible for marketing and communication contracts, 

• first substitute of the President JJEU when unavailable or when entrusted so by the President 
or the Board,  

• preside for the President at meetings when the President is absent, the President wants to 
debate or personal motion about the President is made, 

• safekeeping financial documentation and related contract, 

• forming, staffing, guiding, leading within limits of the position and managing an organization 
within position limits sufficient to accomplish the responsibilities and requirements of the 
respected position, 

• maintaining awareness of fair play and ethics behaviour towards people and nature, 

• other tasks and duties entrusted and assigned by the President, the Board, the General 
Assembly, Statutes or by-laws, 

• good knowledge of speaking, reading and writing in English is expected. 
 

c) General Secretary 

• takes care of the secretarial matters and of administrative relationships, 

• organise and prepare materials for various meetings, including General Assembly sessions, 

• provides overall administrative services to the work of JJEU, specific to the Board work, 

• gives consideration and advice to the Board and Committees on various matters related to 
JJEU activities, 

• coordinate, communicate and cooperate with committees and members (publishing 
information, newsletters, e-mail correspondence, giving information etc.), 

• administering website and social media if not entrusted to other person, 

• record minutes of meetings, 

• keeping list of Board decisions and evaluating implementation of decisions, 

• safekeeping transcription of sessions, 

• provide technical and information assistance to the members when applicable, 

• delegating tasks within the Board and Committees pursuing Rules of Procedures, the Board 
decisions or powers invested by the JJEU President, 

• forming, staffing, guiding, leading within limits of the position and managing an organization 
within position limits sufficient to accomplish the responsibilities and requirements of the 
respected position, 

• maintaining awareness of fair play and ethics behaviour towards people and nature, 

• substitute of the President JJEU when entrusted so by the President or the Board or as 
indicated in the Statutes, by-laws or the General Assembly and Board decisions, 

• other tasks and duties entrusted and assigned by the President, the Board, the General 
Assembly, Statutes or by-laws, 

• good knowledge of speaking, reading and writing in English is expected. 
 

d) 2nd Vice President (responsible for Region Western and Northern Europe) 

• first person appointed for all member countries in Region Western and Northern Europe 
(support, assistance etc.), 

• first responsible for all under JJEU auspices organised events, like tournaments, training 
camps, referee (courses), e.g. in the Northern and West region, 

• first contact for new members of JJEU, responsible for adding new countries to the JJEU 
community, 

• substitute of the President JJEU when entrusted so by the President or the Board, 
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• maintaining awareness of fair play and ethics behaviour towards people and nature, 

• other tasks and duties entrusted and assigned by the President, the Board, the General 
Assembly, Statutes or by-laws 

• good knowledge of speaking, reading and writing in English is expected. 
 

e) 3rd Vice President (responsible for Region East and Southern Europe) 

• first person appointed for all member countries in Region East and Southern Europe 
(support, assistance etc.), 

• first responsible for all under JJEU auspices organised events, like tournaments, training 
camps, referee (courses), e.g. in the East and South region, 

• first contact for new members of JJEU, responsible for adding new countries to the JJEU 
community, 

• substitute of the President JJEU when entrusted so by the President or the Board, 

• maintaining awareness of fair play and ethics behaviour towards people and nature, 

• other tasks and duties entrusted and assigned by the President, the Board, the General 
Assembly, Statutes or by-laws, 

• good knowledge of speaking, reading and writing in English is expected. 
 

3 Summary of Board Members Typical Activities 
With a renewed Board the Board members started developing the instruments and means for the 
proper running of the JJEU, in accordance to the good governance principles and Olympic values, 
aiming to bring together all European stakeholders, with a view towards strengthening the visibility 
and recognition of our sport and our organization in Europe and in the world. 

Ju-jitsu and the JJEU are currently recognized by the European Union as official sport and 
international partner, JJEU being listed on the EU website, in the field of sports. I am happy to have 
been a part of the recognition process. 

All Board members were also involved in preparing and successfully executing the 1st Expert 
Technical Meeting of the JJEU, organized on March 10-12, 2017, in Planica, Slovenia. Specific reports 
on the working groups and results of this meeting have been disseminated through the JJEU 
Secretariat. 

Events / representation function: 

In addition to attending Board meetings and having constant contact and consultations within Board 
members, for the current matters, the Vice Presidents and the General Secretary had the honor of 
representing the JJEU Board in several events/tournaments, as follows: 

• 2016. In August JJEU together with the DJJV organized in Hachen Germany a summer training 
camp, attended by athletes from Slovenia, Germany, France, Algeria, the Netherlands, Sweden 
and Austria. 

• 2016. Some Board members attend the JJIF Session and the JJIF Congress (JJIF Convention) held in 
Da Nang Vietnam from 17 September till the 23 September 2016, at the occasion of the OCA 
Beach Games; 

• 2016. World Cup U15 & Balkan Open, organized in Larnaca, Cyprus, in the period September 16-
18, 2016. With this occasion, 2nd Vice President attended the annual meeting of the Balkan Ju-Jitsu 
Federation and, together with Mr. Poulikidis, the JJEU Event manager, supported and assisted the 
insufficiently experienced organizer in the running of the event. Report on the 2016 World Cup 
U15 & Balkan Open has been presented to the JJEU Board, with info to JJIF, at that time; 
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• 2016. JJEU Board members participated from the 24 September till the 26 September 2016 at the 
European Championship for youth under 18 year (U18), organized by the DJJV; 

• 2017. In January 2017 the General Secretary attended as the JJEU representative the Combat 
Camp Sweden organized by the Swedish Ju-Jitsu federation. This event was organized from 5 to 8 
January; 

• 2017. Paris Judo Grand Slam, in February 2017, as a guest of the French Judo & Ju-Jitsu 
Federation, using the opportunity to strengthen our long-time friendship and cooperation, as well 
as to discuss with various officials from the international world of sports; 

• 2017. Paris Open, organized as usual in the period April 29-30. With the full JJEU Board, we 
showed our appreciation and respect for the organizer, taking the opportunity to combine our 
official functions in a successful tournament with official and informal meetings with our members 
and potential partners. 

• Members of the Board were present (by the schedule approved by the calendar) all official events 
in Europe, as well as Sport Director and Referee Director (additional to mentioned one also at 
Kodokan Open, Orleans Open, Robi Rajh Open).  

• The General Secretary and 3nd Vice president attended meeting at the European Commission (EC) 
following the application (and later approval) to become international sport federation – partner 
of EC for ju-jitsu. 

• The 2nd Vice President and the President had each one several meetings with potentially new 
members of JJIF/JJEU. Same goes to other Board members. Activities are still in progress.  

• The President had a meeting with the Vice President of the European Olympic Committees (EOC). 

• 2017. The Board held a meeting with new website developer and experts on the field of quality 
management. It is expected to launch the website before the end of the year 2017. 

• 2017. Working group on referee quality management was created and provided first report for 
the Board meeting at EC U18-21 in Bucharest. 

• 2017. Work session with the referee group was organized before the EC in Bucharest on 26 
October 2017. The Board presented the vision and objectives for the future development, sharing 
results of some test and evaluation related to conduct of the competitions. Valuable feedback 
which will impact future work was received.  

 

4 Financial management 
After change of the legal seat the new bank account number followed. New JJEU bank account 

number at “Volksbank Kur- und Rheinpfalz eG, Bahnhostrasse 19, 67346 Speyer (Hockenheim, 

Germany)” is (IBAN) DE02 5479 0000 0001 3972 49 (BIC: GENODE61SPE). 

Financial documents and also all the assets from the previous bank account in Italy was transferred 

to the new Treasurer and money to new bank account. 

Responsible persons to access bank account are the President, Mr Robert Perc and the Treasurer, Mr 

Michael Korn. Operationally financial management is done by the Treasurer. 

To conducti financial management and bookkeeping in a professional way the Board reached a 

decision to use “Onexma” application. “Onexma” is Worldwide Online Expense Management with 

Expense Policies for different Countries which allows oversight of the expense flow for every 

individual in the JJEU management. Expense reports and financial workflow is so more simple but 
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done in a way to track all history, includes all claims and payments and by that saves time (and 

money) for annual and other reports (some functions: automatic mileage calculator with miles and 

kilometres, individual by location or user, claim your expenses, claim bills and scan receipts to get 

your reimbursements quick, use of online expense management reduce delays and returned expense 

reports, using the online expense management solution makes it easy for officials filling the forms, 

scanning the receipts and submitting them to accounting etc.). 

For transparency and accountability reasons JJEU is using three steps approval process before the 

payment is done: 

a) Placement of claim for costs into the “Onexma” system is done by the eligible individuals for 

whom the Board has granted the access. Claim must be supported by the relevant receipts 

etc. and placed under dedicated project (respected account number for expenditure set in 

the beginning of the year – “conto”); 

b) After submitting the claim, another Board member (usually the General Secretary) will check 

the claim, eligibility within the Board decision, project or expenditure account number. 

c) If the claim is approved, the Treasurer is notified by the system that claim is waiting for 

payment which is than performed through the “Onexma” directly from the bank account of 

the JJEU to the eligible individual’s bank account. 

The Board is preparing budget as a project budget to allocate planned income and expenditure for 

the following year(s).  

5 Financial results and Budget2 
2016 was the first year with a positive financial result since a couple of years. We have had an 

income of 41.337,50 Euro and Expenditures of 32.546,10 Euro, so that we have a surplus of 8.791,40 

Euro. This result we have because of two big tournaments (German Open & ECh U18 and the 

European Open Championship Gent) and the payment of outstanding money (4.652,50 Euro) from 

the JJIF for years 2014 and 2015. The next table shows the results 2015 and 2016, as well as the 

planned budget for 2016.  

5.1 Results 2015 and 2016 
Table 1 Results 2015 and 2016 (Income and Expenditure) 

 
Result 2015 Approved Budget 2016 Result 2016 

INCOME 
   Activities 23.821,00 € 24.300,00 € 36.837,50 € 

Sponsoring 
 

4.500,00 € 4.500,00 € 

Bank interest 40,00 € 40,00 € 
 TOTAL INCOME 23.861,00 € 28.840,00 € 41.337,50 € 

EXPENDITURE 
   TOTAL EXPENDITURE 27.783,81 € 29.330,00 € 32.546,10 € 

RESULT -3.923,00 € -490,00 € 8.791,40 € 

 

                                                           
2 Prepared by Mr Michael Korn, the JJEU Senior Vice President and Treasurer. 
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Not all our income form 2016 reached our bank account until the present. We have had, at the end 

of 2016, external assets (outstanding money) in the amount of 5.630,30 Euro. The most money has 

been paid until the end of April 2017, so that we only still require about 1.400 Euro (from JJIF). The 

next table shows this result. 

5.2 External assets 2016  
Table 2 External assets 2016 (outstanding money) 

Referees ITA  300,00 €  paid 2017  

Referees KAZ  100,00 €  paid 2017  

Balkan Open Seniors 1.675,00 € paid 2017 in USD 1.791,92 

Balkan Open U21 587,50 € paid 2017 in USD 627,97 

JJIF WCh Madrid, Wroclaw, WCU15 2.467,80 € part paid 2017 in USD 1.080,11 

Summer camp 2016  500,00 €  paid 2017  

 

On the other hand, we could not pay all the invoices in 2016, so that had to pay 2.020,32 Euro in 

2017, from 2016. The next table show this result. 

5.3 Payments 2017 from 2016 

Table 3 Payments 2017 from 2016 

Taco Morren Winter camp 2016 256,59 € paid 2017 

Polo Ju Sports 187,92 € paid 2017 

Merlin Board meeting 12/2016 190,80 € paid 2017 

Refund Ju-Jitsu Slovenia for R. Perc 2016 1.385,01 € paid 2017 

 

If we look at this result, we see we would have a better result in 2016, if all payments would be done 

in 2016. So, at least, we would have had a surplus of 3.609,98 Euro more. 

At the end of year 2016 (31.12.2016) we have had 42.282,15 Euro in our bank account. The details 

are shown in table 4. 

5.4 Bank account 31.12.2015 / 31.12.2016 
Table 4 Bank account 31.12.2015 / 31.12.2016 

 
31.12.2015 31.12.2016 

 
BNL  27.945,21 €   -   €  

 
Volksbank #1397249  -   €   12.282,15 €  

 
Volksbank #37583766  -   €   30.000,00 €  

 
Bank account total  27,945,21 €   42.282,15 €  

 
cash  3295,54 €   -   €  

 
Total  31.240,75 €  42.282,15 €  

 
Result 

 
11.041,40 € 

 
included 2017 Event 

 
2.250,00 € Contract fee ECH 2017 

Result 2016 
 

8.791,40 € 
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The Bosnian Federation paid in 2016 (December) the first part of the contract fee for the European 

Championship 2017. This income will be booked in 2017, at the project European Championship.  

The details for 2016 and the planned budget for 2017 you will see at the next table. 

5.5 Result 2016 – Budget 2017 
Table 5 Result 2016 – Budget 2017 

Income 
Cost 

centres 

2016 2017 

Actual Information Plan Information 

Goodwill ambit 
 

0,00 € 
 

0,00 € 
 

Investment management 
 

0,00 € 
 

0,00 € 
 

Activities 
 

36.837,50 € 
 

26.100,00 € 
 

Business operations 
 

4.500,00 € 
 

4.650,00 € 
 

Income total 
 

41.337,50 € 
 

30.750,00 € 
 

      
Expenditure 

Goodwill ambit 
 

22.250,69 € 
 

26.500,00 € 
 

Investment management 
 

441,64 € 
 

300,00 € 
 

Activities 
 

7.887,60 € 
 

10.000,00 € 
 

Business operations 
 

1.966,17 € 
 

2.800,00 € 
 

Expenditure total 
 

32.546,10 € 
 

39.600,00 € 
 

 
Income 

 
41.337,50 € 

 
30.750,00 € 

 
Expenditure 

 
32.546,10 € 

 
39.600,00 € 

 
Result 

 
8.791,40 € 

 
-8.850,00 € 

 

 
Details 

     
Income total 

 
41.337,50 € 

 
30.750,00 € 

 
Goodwill ambit 

 
0,00 € 

 
0,00 € 

 
Membership fees (part of the JJIF) 1100 

    
Donate 1110 

    
Other 1120 

    
Investment management 

 
0,00 € 

 
0,00 € 

 
Interest 2100 

    
Surrender of marketing rights 2110 

    
Other 2120 

    
Activities 

 
36.837,50 € 

 
26.100,00 € 

 
JJIF World Championship and 
World Cups 

3100 4.652,50 € 
WCh 2014 and 

2015 
2.500,00 € 

Athens, U15 
Montenegro 

European Championship seniors 3110 9.540,00 € Gent Belgian 7.500,00 € BHI 

European Championship juniors 
(U21) 

3120 
  

4.500,00 € ROM 

European Championship aspirants 3130 5.740,00 € Germany 
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Income 
Cost 

centres 

2016 2017 

Actual Information Plan Information 

(U18) 

Continental JJIF-Ranking list-
Tournaments 

3140 9.825,00 € 
Paris Open, 

German Open 
8.500,00 € 

Paris, German 
Open, Balkan 

European Challenge Cup 
Tournaments 

3150 280,00 € Dutch Open 0,00 € 
 

European Master Tournaments 3160 
  

1.000,00 € 
 

Referee Courses 3170 6.800,00 € 
Paris, 

Montenegro, 
Gent 

1.600,00 € Paris 

Summer camp / Winter camp JJEU 3180 
  

500,00 € 
 

Other activities 3190 
    

Business operations 
 

4.500,00 € 
 

4.650,00 € 
 

Sponsoring 4100 4.500,00 € 
 

4.500,00 € 
 

Merchandising and JJEU Shop 4110 
  

150,00 € 
 

Others 4120 
    

 

Expenditure total 
 

32.546,10 € 
 

39.600,00 € 
 

Goodwill ambit 
 

22.250,69 € 
 

26.500,00 € 
 

Membership fee 5100 
    

Administration Office 5110 205,05 € 
 

750,00 € 
 

Insurance  5120 
    

Awarding 5130 
  

250,00 € 
 

General Assembly JJEU 5140 2.513,49 € 
 

2.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

2.491,99 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
 

21,50 € 
   

General Assembly / Session JJIF 5150 3.880,26 € 
 

2.000,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

919,99 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

2.920,32 € 
   

Other 
 

39,95 € 
   

Board meetings 5160 10.167,89 € 
 

7.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

6.230,74 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

3.896,65 € 
   

Other 
 

40,50 € 
   

President 5170 173,70 € 
 

1.000,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

173,70 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Vice-President (1st)/Treasurer 5180 161,07 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
 

47,77 € 
   

Other 
 

113,30 € 
   

Vice-President (2nd) 5190 0,00 € 
 

500,00 € 
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Income 
Cost 

centres 

2016 2017 

Actual Information Plan Information 

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Vice-President (3rd) 5200 262,65 € 
 

500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

147,00 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

115,65 € 
   

Other 
     

General Secretary 5210 1.523,04 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

1.232,25 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

28,00 € 
   

Other 
 

262,79 € 
   

Sports Director 5220 0,00 € 
 

750,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Referee Director 5230 1.477,70 € 
 

750,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

937,70 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

540,00 € 
   

Other 
     

Committees 5240 0,00 € 
   

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Media team 5250 0,00 € 
 

250,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Regions 5260 237,99 € 
 

750,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

237,99 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

Other 5270 1.647,85 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Workshops, Expert meetings 5280 
  

4.500,00 € 
 

Investment management 
 

441,64 € 
 

300,00 € 
 

Interest 6100 
    

Account management 6110 441,64 € 
 

300,00 € 
 

Other 6120 
    

      
Activities Total 

 
7.887,60 € 

 
10.000,00 € 

 
JJIF World Championship and 
World Cups 

7100 559,55 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
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Income 
Cost 

centres 

2016 2017 

Actual Information Plan Information 

Travel costs 
 

537,05 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

18,00 € 
   

Other 
 

4,50 € 
   

European Championship seniors 7110 1.382,50 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

328,00 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

1.050,00 € 
   

Other 
 

4,50 € 
   

European Championship juniors 
(U21) 

7120 0,00 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
     

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

European Championship aspirants 
(U18) 

7130 2.996,87 € 
   

Travel costs 
 

157,10 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

1.603,50 € 
   

Other 
 

1.236,27 € 
   

Continental JJIF-Ranking list-
Tournaments 

7140 513,80 € 
 

500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

513,80 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

European Challenge Cup 
Tournaments 

7150 480,00 € 
 

500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

480,00 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
     

European Master Tournaments 7160 309,00 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

278,00 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

31,00 € 
   

Other 
     

Referee Courses 7170 1.189,20 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

780,20 € 
   

Accommodation 
 

400,00 € 
   

Other 
 

9,00 € 
   

Compensation teacher 
     

Summer camp / Winter camp JJEU 7180 456,68 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

Travel costs 
 

128,50 € 
   

Accommodation 
     

Other 
 

328,18 € 
   

Compensation teacher 
     

Other activities 7190 0,00 € 
   

Business operations 
 

1.966,17 € 
 

2.800,00 € 
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Income 
Cost 

centres 

2016 2017 

Actual Information Plan Information 

Advertising costs 8000 
    

Merchandising and JJEU Shop 8010 
    

Webpage 8020 282,83 € 
 

1.000,00 € 
 

Media 8030 247,22 € 
 

300,00 € 
 

Tax 8040 
    

Other 8050 1.436,12 € 
 

1.500,00 € 
 

In 2016 we have had much more activities than in the years before. We have had as well in the first 

half year more people in the Board (extended Board) and an Extraordinary General Assembly. In 

total, more activities and a positive financial result for 2016 – a surplus of 8.791,40 Euro. 

For 2017, we have planned an income of 30.750 Euro and Expenditures of 39.600 Euro, so that we 

plan a loss of approximately 8.850 Euro. We will invest the money in development and in shaping the 

future of our sport. The first activity was the Expert Technical Meeting in Planica, in March 2017. 

5.6 Result 2016 – Result 2017 
Table 6 Result 2016 – result (planned loss) 2017 

 2016 2017 

Income 41.337,50 € 30.750,00 € 

Expenditure 32.546,10 € 39.600,00 € 

Result 8.791,40 € -8.850,00 € 

 

6 Good Governance in Sport 
 

Pursuing the annual calendar of activities, the project of implementation of Basic Principles of Good 

Governance (the IOC and the SIGGS guidelines) and activities plan of 40 years’ anniversary of 

creating JJEU, an Expert Technical Meeting (hereinafter ETM) in Olympic Nordic Center Planica, 

Slovenia, was held from Friday, 10 March, to Sunday, 12 March 2017. 

Local organiser of the event was Ju-Jitsu Federation of Slovenia. Olympic Nordic Centre was chosen 

as they can provide adequate logistical support to our needs. Every participant received welcome 

package of printed basic materials (also published on website, panel moderators received additional 

USB keys with materials, some pictures, videos and data was 

provided from participants), accreditation, ETM T-shirt and tourist 

information provided by the Tourist Office of Kranjska Gora. 

Participants also received Certificate of Attendance.  

34 participants from 14 countries (37 from 16 countries were 

registered for the event but some could not attend), national 

members of JJEU/JJIF, participated at the event. Basic principle 

behind the project was to invite athletes, coaches, referees and other stakeholders in ju-jitsu to meet 

and discuss the challenges, opportunities and possible development scenarios in our sport and 

martial arts.  
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Four major topics (panels) were addressed: 

Ne-Waza, Duo System, Fighting System and 

Organisation. Panels were moderated by 

mix teams already set in advance. Basic 

guidelines were prepared for discussion but 

the floor was open for additional ideas, 

proposals, presentations etc. All panels 

prepare and present reports at the plenary 

session the last day with general discussion. 

The end-result is a good base to support 

future activities, decision making process of 

the Board and will allow to test certain 

proposals to receive event more feedback from athletes, coaches, referees, officials before final 

implementation. Some solutions could find a way to life quickly as the modify practice and not the 

rules and regulations, some can be taken into consideration and some can be in our minds for long-

term development.  

On Saturday, as a part of Organisation Panel, 

Mr Edvard Kolar, Secretary General of the 

National Olympic Committee of Slovenia 

and Mr Miro Cerar, two-time Olympic Gold 

and one Bronze, the President of the 

Slovenian Olympic Academy participated 

and contributed to the agenda. Mr Kolar 

presented principles of good governance 

from many aspects and Mr Cerar presented 

importance of Fair Play in sport and life.  

For decades of cooperation and support to 

the Fair Play, sports achievements and 

inspiration he has been to JJEU for 

implementing Fair Play in Ju-Jitsu the JJEU has awarded Mr Miro Cerar with Lifetime Achievement 

Award. 

Summary of final discussions – common 

suggestions and topics identified by all 

panels (in general): 

a) Education: need for systematic and 

constant education on many levels 

(for all stakeholders) has been 

recognised as common issue in all 

panels. Education programme 

should involve all stakeholder and 

should be a part of conditions to 

achieve licence (per example for 

referees, coached etc.). There is a huge knowledge pool in Ju-Jitsu family which should be 

practice more and new tools should be created to support education. 
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b) Referee Licence: the system of licences should allow faster progress under certain conditions 

(per example former athletes etc. which present adequate expertise and has good evaluation 

scores could advance faster) and specialization (with education) is required to obtain 

maximum knowledge and performance on the mat. 

c) Children and Youth Programmes: 

common basic programme for 

children in Ju-Jitsu should be 

prepared. This will allow 

continues improvement of skills 

and can be a good base for future 

development of children. 

Additional to technical aspect that 

kind of the programme could be a 

part of competition system on a 

national level as part of 

motivation for development 

(example of Slovenia was 

presented). 

d) Consistency in decision making 

process: it has been identified 

that changes should be presented 

based on evaluation of possible 

consequences, testing, 

discussions, analyses, 

evaluations… and introducing 

before implementing to 

stakeholders. That is a part of 

good governance, related 

especially to understanding of 

integrity, transparency and 

participation before decision is 

made. Ad hoc changes without 

proper evaluation, to many 

changes, not respecting previous 

decisions etc. is decreasing the 

trust in the organisation. 

e) Duo System and graded 

approach: this unique 

competition system should maintain technical excellence. It is a rare example of sport when 

male/female compete as a team. The name itself should be preserved and cannot be mixed 

with Duo Show per example as it could harm decades of development and its actual 

presence, originated from Ju-Jitsu Ebo-No kata – and creates confusion. Name “Duo” should 

be preserved for only one (Duo System “Classic”) In the future changes will be proposed to 

adopt different levels of Duo System (graded approach) which will allow step by step 

progress. 
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f) Media and Marketing: related with the budget organisation is having and visibility in the 

media/public. Part of the step in right direction are JJIF activities for integrated 

competition/TV/stream platform and some additional ideas were presented for future 

evaluation and realisation. Part of the public visibility is also the level of organisation of the 

events (respecting the rules, antidoping, prevention against match fixing, behaviour, order 

and organisation of sport hall, security and safety issues…). 

g) Future development – next steps: A very broad consensus is that ju-jitsu is not doing enough 

in the field of promotion and education of broader public. The problem off all disciplines is 

that people/viewers/audience doesn't understand it. The main audience of martial arts are 

martial arts practitioners and people interested in the martial arts. The vicious circle of media 

– audience – financial means has to be broken. Examples of good practices of other sports 

should be used. 

Lack of funds for promotional purposes can be mitigated in several ways. Of course, finding 

sponsors is the easiest way, but in practice part of the circle, which means that we need to 

approach things in different way. 

Use means that are for free. Facebook live broadcasting is for free. All you need is one 

camera per referee table. There are certainly other means and ways that can be used. 

One possible way is crowdfunding. But crowdfunding will function only if we raise awareness 

of people involved in our sport. Why would they finance recording, editing and production of 

promotional videos of ju-jitsu. Every federation and club should be interested in the 

promotion of the martial arts. Global recognition of the martial arts is helping everybody and 

everybody should be interested in presenting best examples of our art, simple presentations 

of the rules of the art, 10 best points at European level competitions, short statements by 

best fighters. All the materials should be made available to everybody, which means that 

clubs can share the outputs by embedding them on their webpages, share them by social 

media etc. 

Funding gathered this way will not be enough to engage professional companies that do this 

kind of materials. This is reason why we need to search for people with knowledge who are 

willing to help us. The suggestion would be to make international tender by the JJEU on the 

webpage and all other media, shared by all national federation looking to IT, design, 

marketing students to prepare the best proposal for promotion of the martial art. The JJEU 

would gather limited funds that could be used for this purpose, but the main goal should be 

to give young talents possibility for international recognition. 

To make it marketable, the selected group should be allowed to make additional payable 

materials as additional long-term stimulation. There are cases of examples that started this 

was like Dartfish Judo TV. 

By involving young talents from different countries and by giving focus on security-

awareness, anti-violence and other aspects supported by the EU programmes there are 

possibilities to raise additional funds. 

JJEU Board has already reached the decision to test some proposals on coming 2017 events, to gain 

more practical data and feedback to support future activities (possible modifications, proposals to 

JJIF to change some rules etc.): 
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a) Paris Open: additional test and presentation of CARE system of video capturing the mat to 

assist referees (possible application as education tool for referees), at this time planned only 

for ne-waza. 

b) Masters Poland: test and evaluation of different composition of referees on the mat (side 

referees on fix positions, different options, influence on the result, communication among 

referees etc. 

c) European Championship: additional evaluation team will score only mat referee decisions 

(will not interfere the mat and regular championship) – analyse after will show are there and 

how big there are tolerances between official scoring with three referees and evaluation 

scoring taking into account only mat referee (some tests like that were already performed 

but JJEU Board would like to have a championship test also). 

Participants completed “Evaluation Questionnaire” where among many other items which shall be 

evaluated by the JJEU Board for future actions one was emphasised: the need for this kind of event 

as inclusion mechanism of all in shaping the future of Ju-Jitsu. Participants received pleasant 

hospitality, worked in a creative and open-minded atmosphere and enjoyed beautiful nature under 

Slovenian Alps. 

JJEU would like to thank Olympic Committee of Slovenia and Slovenian Olympic Academy for the 

support of the event, Olympic Nordic Centre Planica for warm hospitality and especially Mr Vitja 

Gricar and Mr Martin Jazbec from Ju-Jitsu Federation of Slovenia for logistical support and 24/7 

assistance to the event. 

Personally, we, the Board, would like to express gratitude to all participants for valuable and open 

discussions, sharing experiences and best practices. You are the reason and assurance that together 

we have the future. A recognition goes also to panel moderators and my colleagues from the Board 

for assisting and conducting workshops. 

Follow up actions from the Board are proposals to be send to the JJIF for future references. 

Visit www.jjeu.eu for more details. 

http://www.jjeu.eu/
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7 Extracts from the Good Governance project 
Source: http://eval.novagov.com/ and abstracts from the presentation of Mr 

Edvard Kolar, NOC of Slovenia General Secretary 

Panel 4 (organisation) at the ETM1 was oriented to the Good 

Governance and the SIGGS project. 

The main objective of SIGGS project is to help National Olympic Committees (NOCs) and national 
sport federations to enhance their governance by providing practical guidance on how to implement 
principles of good governance. 

In that perspective, the first step for the organisation is to identify strengths and weaknesses of your 
current management practices and to gain a better understanding of the challenges your 
organisation faces. For this purpose, the project team has developed a self-evaluation tool that will 
provide an individual synthesis of your situation regarding the implementation of good governance 
principles. The self-evaluation tool consists of a list of questions relating to various aspects of Good 
Governance.  

The core questionnaire is composed of 44 questions, divided under 4 Good Governance principles 
which becomes also a core of the values the JJEU following as the guidelines to excellence: 

• Integrity; 
• Autonomy and Accountability;  
• Transparency;  
• Democracy, Participation and Inclusivity. 

7.1 What is Integrity? 

 A strategy based on integrity holds organisations to a more robust standard. While compliance is 

rooted in avoiding legal sanctions, organisational integrity is based on the concept of self-governance 
in accordance with a set of guiding principles. From the perspective of integrity, the task of ethics 
management is to define and give life to an organisation’s guiding values, to create an environment 
that supports ethically sound behaviour, and to instil a sense of shared accountability among 
employees. This includes aspects like the establishment of a code of conduct or ethics code. 

 The EU Expert Group on Good Governance mentioned integrity as one of the core principles to 
improve good governance in sport, stating that: “Sports bodies should develop a code of ethics 
binding on all members, stakeholder, participants, staff and volunteers. It should embrace a range of 
ethical practices and inform the conduct and culture of the organisation as a whole by instilling values 
of integrity, equity and transparency and an appreciation of acceptable conduct, (…) This code should 
incorporate the general ethical values of the sports body, but also address specific areas of risk for 
example by making express provision for the disclosure and registration of gifts and/or acceptance of 
hospitality and setting suitable financial limits.” 

 These provisions are perfectly in line with the IOC’s vision of the importance of integrity principles. 
Indeed, the rule 22 of the Olympic Charter describes the setting-up and the role of the IOC Ethics 
Commission. The IOC launched its own code of ethics, updated on a regular basis by the executive 
board, with a specific part dedicated to integrity. Recommendation 32 of the Agenda 2020, 
“strengthen ethics” is an illustration of the commitment of the IOC for the issue of integrity.   

http://eval.novagov.com/
http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Commissions_PDFfiles/Ethics/code-ethique-interactif_en_2013.pdf
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 The entire organisation should be characterised by an atmosphere that enables, supports and 
encourages ethically correct behavior. The need to obey the law is viewed as a positive aspect of 
organisational life, rather than an unwelcome constraint imposed by external authorities. 

Additionally, there are high expectations regarding the moral integrity of the people who work for 
the organisation. This is especially true for the so called "decision-makers". A respected personal 
qualification shall ensure qualified decision makings as well as effective risk management. 

7.2 What is Autonomy? 
Autonomy means a degree or level of freedom 
and discretion allowed to an organisation which 
includes not being controlled by others or by 
outside forces. Autonomy has to be understood 
in a twofold perspective:  political autonomy and 
financial autonomy. 

In the field of sport, independent voluntary 
sports organisations must have the right to 
establish autonomous decision-making processes 
within the law. This autonomy can mainly be 
jeopardizing in two cases: within the sports field 
(e.g: a club by a federation/ a federation by an NOC) or within the relation between sports 
organisations and local, regional, national or supra-national governments. 

 Another important part of autonomy is the financial issue. In the field of sport, financial autonomy 
means that sports organisations have diversified sources of incomes which allow them to avoid a 
total dependency on one public or private actor. 

 The Olympic Charter provides a clear definition of the IOC's view on autonomy. The fundamental 
principle 5 of Olympism states that: "Recognising that sport occurs within the framework of society, 
sports organisations within the Olympic Movement shall have the rights and obligations of autonomy, 
which include freely establishing and controlling the rules of sport, determining the structure and 
governance of their organisations, enjoying the right of elections free from any outside influence and 
the responsibility for ensuring that principles of good governance be applied". 

As sports and political bodies are not always 
following the same agenda, this concept of 
autonomous self-regulation for sports 
organisation has been endorsed by the EU, 
within its good governance principles for sport, 
as the best option to ensure that "effective 
governance structures are in place as this is more 
likely the result in better sports policy and 
minimise disputes or challenges both from 
within sport or outside". 
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7.3 What is Accountability? 

For an organisation, the call for accountability mostly means that responsibilities, competencies and 
tasks have to be clearly assigned. It also includes the responsibility for money or other entrusted 
property.  

In concrete term, accountability exists in a relationship where the performance of tasks or functions 
by an individual / body, are subject to another’s oversight, direction or request that they provide 
information or justification for their actions. The question of accountability is foremost a question of 
structure. An organisation has to be structured in such a way, that everybody can understand which 
tasks belong to whose area of responsibility. 

According to the EU principles on good governance in sport, “sports bodies should establish clear 
levels of oversight and accountability for their various decision making bodies to ensure that powers 
are exercised appropriately and consistently with the objectives and functions of the relevant body”. 

This objective is perfectly in line with the IOC universal principles of good governance which 
endorsed a system where “the executive body shall be accountable to the General Assembly, (…) the 
management shall be accountable to the executive body, (…) All employees shall be accountable to 
management”. 

 On the one hand, from an efficiency perspective, accountability is very important, because it 
prevents tasks from being completed twice. On the other hand, accountability enables control, 
because only if positions are connected to clear and openly communicated expectations then those 
who endue these positions can be held responsible for their actions. 

7.4 What is Transparency? 

Transparency can be defined as the minimum degree of 
disclosure to which agreements, dealings, practices, and 
transactions are open to all for verification.  

This is one of the core elements that exist in almost every list 
of good governance principles. In many cases, the call for 
transparency is connected to the demand to disclose relevant 
documents, mostly about financial information: 

 EU principles of Good Governance: “Financial information 
(produced in accordance with applicable laws and subject to 
appropriate auditing standards) should be made available to 
members, stakeholders and the public wherever possible. All 
such financial information should be clearly presented and 
preferably form part of an annual report of the activities of the sports body”. 

IOC Basic Universal principles of Good Governance: “Financial information should be disclosed 
gradually and in appropriate form to members, stakeholders and the public,(…) on an annual basis 
and in a consistent way in order to be easily understood”. 

 A classic example would be the disclosure of the annual accounts on the home page of the 
organisation. Through the disclosure on the homepage, easily found, the aspect of easy accessibility 
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is added to the “pure” transparency. Another criterion to evaluate the quality of the provided 
transparency is the way the information is edited. In the best case, the disclosed documents should 
be prepared in such a way that they are understandable – even for the layman. However, it is also 
essential to understand transparency as the necessity that the functioning within an organisation is 
clearly defined and comprehensible. This includes, for example, the decision-making process and the 
criteria decisions are based on must openly be communicated and adhered to. 

7.5 What is Organisational Democracy? 

 Organisational democracy could be defined 
as a system of organisation that is based on 
freedom, instead of fear and control. This 
democratic structure must ensure the 
participation of everyone, no matter if they 
are a member or stakeholder. Notion of 
participation can involve consultation in the 
development of policies and decision-
making, elections and other democratic 
processes. 

 In their principles of Good Governance, both the EU and the IOC stress the importance of democracy 
and participation notably by defining the minimum democratic standards to apply such as holding 
regular, transparent and fair elections or having clear procedural rules.  

7.6 What are Inclusivity and Participation? 

Ensuring inclusivity means that the involvement of diverse individuals / stakeholders in the 
organisation must be completed by a functioning which values the perspectives and contributions of 
all people, and strive to incorporate the needs and viewpoints of diverse communities into the design 
and implementation of universal and inclusive programs. Indirectly this ensures a representation of 
all stakeholder groups in the relevant decision making process, since naturally all stakeholder groups 
make sure that their voice is heard when it comes to important decisions 

 Therefore, participation and inclusivity have a significant role within the EU principles of Good 
Governance: 

 “Sports bodies should be inclusive and represent 

the diverse nature of society and their sports 

whether by reference to gender, race, sexuality, 

disability, age or otherwise. By selecting from the 

widest possible talent pool for all positions and at 

all levels the most skilled, experienced performers 

can be identified and engaged by sports bodies”. 

"Each sports body will have different stakeholders 

reflecting its particular range of participants and 

interested parties. Such stakeholders may include players/athletes, managers, owners, coaches, 

leagues, clubs, supporters, agents, match officials. Sports bodies should also have appropriate liaise 

with commercial partners and equipment manufacturers". 
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8 Information about Life Time Achievement Awards 
In recognition of merits for Fair Play promotion, sportsmanlike behaviour and high ethical standards 
in sport, with admiration of his sports achievements, professionalism and attitude towards life, 
people and nature and for the inspiration he has been in development of Fair Play standards in the 
European Ju-Jitsu community, the Ju-jitsu European Union has the privilege and honour to award Mr 
Miro Cerar from Slovenia with Lifetime Achievement Awards. Awarded at a special occasion at the 
Expert Technical Meeting in Planica, Slovenia, 10 March 2017. 

On the photo (from left): Edvard Kolar, Secretary General Olympic Committee of Slovenia, Miro Cerar (behind him a picture 

from Olympic days on his speciality – pommel horse), Robert Perc, JJEU President, Rick Frowyn, JJEU General Secretary. 

Furthermore the JJEU prepared, on request, a special report about Fair Play activities last years and 

planes for the future for the European Fair Play Movement organisation. The report was given to Mr 

Miro Cerar for the organisation meetings in October 2017 and it is included in the attachments. 

In the year when the European federation is celebrating its 40th, and International federation its 

30th anniversary, the JJEU had the pleasure and honour to award Mr Frank Fürst from Denmark with 

the highest award in the JJEU, the Life-Time Achievement Award, awarded at the Danis Open 

tournament 15 May 2017. 

On the occasion of the JJEU European Championship U18-21 in Bucharest, on 29 October 2017, a 

special recognition and Live Time Achievement Award was introduced to Mr Rinaldo Orlandi from 

Italy, the first signatory of the Charter of the Foundation of the JJEU in the occasion of 40th 

Anniversary (on the exact same date). Mr Orlandi also served for decades as the first President of the 

JJIF. 
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9 International activities (JJIF) 
Pursuing the new JJIF Statutes Mr Robert Perc, JJEU President, becomes ex-officio approved one of 

the JJIF Vice President by the decision of the JJIF Congress in Vietnam, September 2016. The Congress 

followed the JJIF Session where some decisions were accepted but as the Session as such did not 

have the regional representatives elected on all continent the Congress later attested all decisions 

from the Session (among others some new members come into JJIF family). Europe also have not had 

regional representatives as the elections were not organised before the Session. Elections for the 

newly formed organ (the Session) will take place at the European Championship in Banja Luka, 2 June 

2017!  

The JJIF Board consist of: 

Mr Panagiotis Theodoropoulos The President 

Mr Abdulmunem Alsayed M. Al Hashmi The Senior Vice President (JJAU President) 

Mr Nuvin Proag The Vice President (JJAFU President) 

Mr Miguel Angel Percoco The Vice President (JJPAU President) 

Mr Robert Perc The Vice President (JJEU President) 

Mr Georgiy Kukoverov Appointed member by the President 

Mr Dr. Igor Lanzoni Appointed member by the President 

Mr Dr. Jaffer Al Muthafer Appointed member by the President 

Mr Claudia Behnke The Athletes Commission 

 

Mr Joe Thumfart, JJIF Sport Director and Mr Eugene Domagata, JJIF General Maneger, are by the rule 

always present at the Board meetings. 

In Vietnam, the first meetings of the new JJIF Board took place. Later the new Board met also in 

November 2016 at World Championship in Wroclaw, Poland; in January 2017 in Abu Dhabi, United 

Arab Emirates, in March 2017 in Athens during World Championship in Greece and last time in Abu 

Dhabi, United Arab Emirates in April 2017.  

The main topics of the five JJIF Board meetings were discussion of the structure of the JJIF 

(commissions and committees, subcommittees etc.). In first meeting in Vietnam new Ethics 

Commission was established with main objective to prepare new Ju-Jitsu Ethics Code. 

In November 2016, the discussion of the new structure, was concluded and the JJIF Board approved 

the proposed structure by the General Manager, Mr Eugene Domagata. Mr Perc prepared the 

minutes, decisions and a public notice based on the structure of the General Secretary, to gain 

information of the candidates for various positions (was not published). The structure was later 

discussed in January meeting again and after discussion in March in Athens a notice for candidates 

for Referee Commissions and Committee of Disciplines, part of Sport and Technical Commission, was 

sent to continental unions. At that time JJEU propose Mr Ueli Zucher (JJEU Referee Director) for the 

JJIF Referee Commission, in 2016 proposals were already given for Committee of Disciplines but were 

not taken into consideration. In April meeting the structure was slightly changed again and no official 

proposal from the JJEU was accepted, the JJIF has no Referee Committee in the structure. Proposals 

from the President and the Sport Director were enforced and approved by the Board. The 

committees of disciplines are on the other hand added value for development and could be a good 

platform if properly managed. 
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In October 2016 Mr Robert Perc send to the JJIF Board a proposal a document titled “Deployment of 

responsibilities within the JJIF Board 2016” with proposal of work description by positions and by 

department. Mr Perc proposed to write down the protocols of the meeting in more structural way 

with aim for easier tracking decision made within the Board.  

For the January meeting Mr Perc proposed an “Action plan 2017” as a proposal for the Board. It has 

not been taking into consideration as agenda of three days did not allow serious conversation of that 

topic. In January 2017, among others, the JJIF Board reached a decision to move the legal seat from 

Switzerland to United Arab Emirates (as a part of development in building professional structure and 

budget). Up to now this decision did not come to an effect. 

There are a lot of plans but at the moment there is no work (man) power to enforce the changes and 

efficiency of the Board is low. From different reasons the JJIF is not having the General Secretary and 

the Treasurer – those positions were banned out of the new Statutes and should be replaced by the 

Administration Director and the Financial Director – at least that is a wish as at the moment the 

budget (promised) does not allow that. The acting treasurer is at this point the President and the role 

of the general secretary (administrative organisation for the Board etc.) is performed by the Sport 

Director, who is filled up with administrative, technical and sport obligations from all sides and above 

all is also main coordination person for all sport and technical activities in the JJIF. 

Overall many activities are taking place regarding ju-jitsu worldwide. Reality is that for many reasons 

only Europe and Asia can perform as well organised continental unions. The JJIF is working on many 

fields on the international level for better recognition of ju-jitsu. JJIF is well presented at AIMS and at 

the Asian Olympic activities under patronage of Olympic Council of Asia (OCA). The Beach Games 

format and the World Games format of events shows very high participation and opportunities for 

ju-jitsu.  

From the organisation point of view Abu Dhabi World Pros tournaments are an example of high level 

and high-ranking events with remarkable visibility among martial arts events, followed also by the 

National Pros in the JJIF members. It should be noted that Abu Dhabi Ju-Jitsu Federation also 

launched already second edition of a very professional edited magazine “Jiu-Jitsu”. Primarily focused 

on ne-waza but with a lot of opportunities for JJIF members to contribute to the content of the 

magazine. Ju-jitsu cooperation on the sport area is presenting many good opportunities for more 

media exposure and promotion of ju-jitsu (jiu-jitsu) worldwide. Hospitality of Abu Dhabi Jiu-Jitsu 

Federation is always warm and on a professional way.  

The JJEU is grateful to the JJAU and ADJJF for the expert help and assistance of experts in the field of 

ne-waza which is giving great benefit to the education process of referees, coaches and athletes in 

Europe. The JJEU will continue to cooperate on the expert exchange and sharing experience for 

worldwide promotion of ju-jitsu. ADJJF presented the candidature for organisation of JJIF World 

Championship U18-U21 in 2018 (in all disciplines) which is a good move for another step in 

developing ju-jitsu worldwide. We can expect good participation of Asian and African member 

federation and Europe should follow. 

JJEU is still having open anti-doping case from Almere European Championship 2015 (French athlete 

in ne-waza). Lack of experience and knowledge (at JJEU side too without exemption) prolonged the 

decisions making process, communication exchange and procedures beyond any reasonable time. Mr 

Nuvin Proag, JJIF Legal Department, made an extensive inquiry on the subject and with cooperation 

of WADA and other parties involved it is expected that final decision will come in following weeks. 
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10 Referee Quality Management – how to approach future3 
It is a wish of the Board that in the future the evaluation score of the referees are public - but to 
allow that we should prepare a transparent procedures and programmes which will also give 
newcomers and existing referees a tool for education, training and upgrading the knowledge, 
expertise and skills, required for important, demanding and exposed role they play in ju-jitsu.  

For that purpose the JJEU Board established a working group of experts to evaluate existing system, 
find opportunities and prepare ideas, proposals and programmes to maintain competence of the 
referees, build robust education and qualification programme to be able to face opportunities and 
challenges in the future. 

Scope 

Working group shall share and join their waste experience in martial arts, ju-jitsu and referee work to 
prepare proposals and solutions for decision makers in the field of referee quality management. The 
group shall provide ideas and programmes with short and long term vision how to give new referees 
a good education tools, how to join expertize of referees, coaches and athletes in the education 
program and how to conducts self-assessment and evaluation of the referee work with aim to give a 
tool for grading and qualification. Working group may propose some structural changes in the JJEU if 
they find that reasonable for the quality management and better performance. 

Main objectives 

There are three main objectives (expectations) WG shall address: 

a) Evaluation programme for self-assessment and evaluation for qualification of referees 
(define the most important qualities required from the referee in each discipline, prepare 
forms and procedures for evaluation etc.); 

b) Criteria for evaluators (prepare and define criteria for evaluators, who can be an evaluator, 
prepare common introduction training programme to understand the role and responsibility, 
think about older and most experienced referees who might not be fit for the mat anymore 
but have a huge knowledge which can be used for the benefit of all…); 

c) Education and training programme for evaluators, newcomers and existing referees 
(ongoing tool for education, building competence, self-confidence and conduct expected for 
the referee, not only from the perspective of the rules, learning-teaching tools but also with 
psychological, anti-stress, communication and other competences….) 

Members 

Based on the years of experience and competence in ju-jitsu, referee work, education, training, 
evaluation, preparing training and evaluation materials, the JJEU Board has appoint following 
members to the WG: 

a) Ueli Zucher (SUI) uezuerch@active.ch 
b) Thomas Meyer (GER) thomas.h.meyer@arcor.de 
c) Martin Jazbec (SLO) martin.jazbec@siol.net 
d) Henk Plugge (NED) henk.plugge@gmail.com 

 

                                                           
3 Referee Quality Management Working Group appointed by the Board, 29 April 2017. 

mailto:henk.plugge@gmail.com
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At the first meeting the WG will organise responsibilities within the group. Team spirit and 
communication with coordination of activities are elements which are expected and will be highly 
appreciated.  

Time frame 

WG shall prepare initial proposals and vision how they will meet objectives up to the 30 May 2017 
(to be included and presented at the JJEU General Assembly on 2 June 2017). 

WG shall prepare programmes and proposals as a draft for the JJEU Board up to the German Open 
(30 September 2017) where joined meeting with the Board is planned. 

WG shall work until main objectives are met and written report submitted to the Board - but 
nevertheless the mandate will end by the Board decision – which is applicable first. 

Meetings 

The Board shall provide a budget for a person-to-person meeting at European Championship June 
2017 in Banja Luka and German Open October 2017 (exact dates of the meeting will be arranged 
later also details of the potential budget available). WG members are encourage to use internet 
services for meetings and discussions (email, Skype etc.).  

At the European Championship U18 & U21 in Bucharest the Board will evaluate the results from the 
working group, have additional work sessions with the referees and evaluate the results of the 
statistical evaluation from EC in Banja Luka about one referee decisions in context of the conduct of 
the matches and final winners, share the ideas and vision with experts to gain constructive feedback 
to path the step for future adoption of referee work. 

Mid-term results 

During European Championship in Bucharest, 26 October 2017, the results of the work was 
presented to the JJEU Board as well with the provisional results of the “one referee” evaluation from 
Banja Luka. The testing of the CARE system will continue as well with preparations to follow the 
procedures of the usage of the system. “One referee” tests from Germany, Netherlands and Banja 
Luka give some important feedback but the right format to achieve goals expected is yet to be found. 
The working group will continue to work on this issue. The results and vision was presented also to 
the referee group in a work session with the president of the JJEU. 

11 Regional elections 
During the JJEU GA in Banja Luka the delegates from the designated regions, pursuing JJEU Statutes, 
elected the regional representatives for their respected region. Majority of delegates for the regions 
were elected by the delegates of their respected regions. The JJEU however at the moment does not 
recognize the benefit of such organisation at the moment, related also to pure definition of 
processes and management/financial matters related to regional delegates work and actions. 
Hopefully future development will give more clear picture to the benefits, objectives and value to the 
idea. 

12 Calendar of activities 
JJEU Board have updated the activity calendar for 2017. The second edition of the ETM (Expert 

Technical Meeting) will take place in the first half of the year (exact place in date to be determine) as 

the ETM1 has been proven as a good experience for cooperation of experts and assistance to the 

board with expert suggestions and proposals in the field of development. 
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On 26 October 2017 France, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Italy presented the Board their 

candidatures for future U18-U21 European Championship in the year 2018 and 2019.  

The following high-ranking events has been set in the calendar during EC U18&21 in Bucharest: 

a) European Cup U-15, the Netherlands, 24 – 25 March 2018; 

b) European Championship Seniors & Masters, Poland, 1 – 3 June 2018; 

c) European Cup Duo system (and referee course), the Netherlands, 23 – 24 June 2018; 

d) 15th Jiu-Jitsu United Event, Pressbaum - Austria, 16 – 17. June 2018 (with JJEU involvements); 

e) JJEU Summer Camp in cooperation with the DJJV, Hachen – Germany, 13 – 17 August 2018; 

JJEU is proposing to JJIF to include Paris Open and German Open as the ranking events (Grand 

Slam) in Europe for 2018. 

 

13 Strategy “10-5-30” 
At the General Assembly of the JJEU in Banja Luka (2 June 2017) the Board presented the draft of the 

Strategy for future development which pin-points key elements of attention and actions to be taken 

from 2017 to 2024. The Strategy is a working document to be finalised at the next General Assembly 

but at the same tame already gives the board much better grounds for structural and project 

oriented activities (planning) for the future work. The working names of the Strategy represent 10 

values, 5 major areas of interest and 30 specific areas (objectives) to be meet by the action plan 

which will follow. 

Among other things the project of the Code of Conduct for all officials is in preparation and it is 

expected to be signed by the Board in the beginning of the next year. After the Code will be 

implemented as a standard declaration for every stakeholder in the JJEU. The JJEU wishes to thank 

Mr Rinaldo Orland, the Head of the JJIF Ethics Committee for the valuable help in developing and 

advising on the Code of Conduct project. 
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14 Resolution on the Mission, Values and Vision of the Ju-Jitsu 

European Union 2017 – 2024 

 

RESOLUTION ON THE MISSION, VALUES AND 

VISION OF THE JU-JITSU EUROPEAN UNION 

2017 - 2024 
Initially prepared and proposed by the JJEU Board, on the 29th of April 2017, updated and approved 

by the JJEU General Assembly in Banja Luka, 2nd of June 2017. 

PREAMBLE  
The Ju-Jitsu European Union (JJEU) has been established on the 29th of October 1977 (at that time 

named as the European Ju-Jitsu Federation), for the future development of Ju-Jitsu in Europe and the 

World. The founding members declared sincere wishes to contribute and work for the final goal of 

unification, standardization and cooperation. 

In 2017, on the 40th Anniversary of its creation, the JJEU General Assembly, as the highest authority 

within the organization, recognized the need to update the JJEU mission, values and vision and to set 

the bolder path for the future development of ju-jitsu in the Europe and worldwide. 

MISSION 
The mission of the Ju-Jitsu European Union is to develop a spirit of friendship, fair play, peace and 

understanding among Ju-Jitsu organizations and individuals all over the continent.  

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is, within its capabilities, assisting, supporting and helping developing ju-

jitsu worldwide with knowledge, expertise and personal.  

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is assisting member federations in their activities, it supports and 

develops regional and club organization, cooperation and activities within members and in 

compliance with the Ju-Jitsu International Federation’s (JJIF) framework. 

With a positive and open approach to the organization, structure, activities, programmes and events, 

the Ju-Jitsu European Union shall maintain its position of the most developed JJIF continental union, 

working on all sport disciplines within the organization, in the spirit of Olympism and maintaining the 

self-defence origins and respect of tradition. 

VALUES 
The Ju-Jitsu European Union’s values reflect the 40 years of history and development, the awareness 

of a need of continued education and development, at the same time taking into account the 

principles of Olympism and respecting the values of: 
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Fair Play and Friendship 

Fair play in, but not limited to, sport has been one of the fundamental principles of work in the ju-jitsu 

community. Ju-Jitsu European Union shall continue to rise awareness of fair play in the fields of fair 

competition, respect, friendship, team-spirit, equality, doping-free sport, respect for written and 

unwritten rules such as integrity, solidarity, tolerance, care, excellence and joy. These are the building 

blocks of fair play that can be experienced and learned both on and off the field of play. 

In a broader context, fair play is also reflected through protection of clean athletes and the fight 

against doping (anti-doping agenda). 

Tradition 

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is an organization built on the principles of ju-jitsu as a sport and as a 

martial art with a core of self-defence, following the principle of contribution to unification, 

standardization and cooperation in Europe and worldwide. Through its structure, rules and conduct, 

the Ju-Jitsu European Union reflects ju-jitsu origins in ethics and Budo. 

Sports and Fun  

The Ju-jitsu European Union is working in an atmosphere where also fun will have its place. Ju-Jitsu 

European Union is a rather small sport organization, but, again, too big not to be serious in our 

strategies and objectives. Nevertheless, we shall walk on the path with positive intentions and good 

will. We cannot all have medals, but for sure we can all be winners, through the way we respect each 

other and enjoy ourselves in life and in sport. 

Integrity 

All members of the Ju-Jitsu European Union (athletes, referees, officials, volunteers and other 

stakeholders) shall embrace the code of ethics as fundamental principle of conduct. Ju-Jitsu European 

Union has an atmosphere that enables, supports and encourages ethically correct behaviour as a 

positive aspect of internal organization life.  

The Code of Conduct is furthermore showing the high expectation of behaviour of officials and 

decision-makers. 

Autonomy and Accountability 

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is working autonomously, in respect of the Statutes, for the benefit of 

member federations, athletes, referees, officials, volunteers and other stakeholders to organise, 

operate, establish, control ju-jitsu in Europe, to determine the best structure and governance for this 

structure and to enjoy the right of elections, free from any outside influence, and with the 

responsibility that principles of good governance are applied. 

The structure of the Ju-Jitsu European Union is reflecting a clear division of authority (separation of 

powers), with clear assignment of responsibilities, competences and tasks. Oversight of the decision-

making bodies is a fundamental principle to ensure that powers are exercised appropriately and 

consistently with the objectives and function of the Ju-Jitsu European Union. This way, the structure is 

reflecting the accountability of the Board to the General Assembly and with the same principle, the 

accountability of our different Committees to the Board etc. 
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Transparency 

Pursuing the Statutes, financial information (produced in accordance with applicable laws and subject 

to appropriate auditing standards) shall be disclosed gradually to members, stakeholders and the 

public, wherever possible. All such financial information shall be part of an annual report of activities 

to the General Assembly, prepared in a consistent way, such as to be easily understood. 

The decision-making process and the criteria on which decisions are based shall be clear, open, 

communicated to member federations and adherent to the basic principles of good governance, 

especially in the nomination, appointment and elections process. 

Democracy, Participation and Inclusivity 

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is a non-political and non-profit organization which does not 

differentiate or discriminate countries, member federations or individuals for reasons of race, age, 

colour, gender, sexual orientation, religion or political opinion.  

Minimum democratic standards are installed within Statutes and by-laws, with clear procedural rules. 

The decision-making process and the structure of the Ju-Jitsu European Union are reflecting inclusivity 

and participation of all stakeholders’ groups within the Ju-Jitsu European Union (such as athletes, 

referees etc.) and their voice can be heard when it comes to important decisions. This principle is also 

applying gender equality.  

Learning, adapting, developing 

The Ju-Jitsu European Union is a learning organization, taking into account that changes are a 

constant in the modern sport organizations, recognising the importance of education, as an on-going 

process, recognising best practices, learning from mistakes and encouraging an environment of 

creating ideas, giving proposals and sharing new ideas and visions.  

Sustainability and protection of environment 

Considering the aspects of sustainable development and environmental protection, the Ju-Jitsu 

European Union will contribute to the protection of the environment and nature, particularly at the 

ju-jitsu events, by implementing new technologies and paper-free organization solutions. 

Volunteerism 

As in many sport organizations, operations are based on voluntary work. Volunteers shall be highly 

regarded as a value through attention paid on working conditions and event responsibilities. 

Volunteering is the cornerstone of long-term development in the broadest benefit of the Ju-Jitsu 

European Union. 

VISION 
With respect to its mission and values, the Ju-Jitsu European Union commits to achieve the goal of ju-

jitsu becoming a recognised sport by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and participating 

sport in the European Games (and, by that, recognized sport within the European Olympic 

Committees). 
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Attachment 1 

The Spirit of Ju-Jitsu – Fair Play & Friendship 
Development in the Ju-Jitsu European Union (JJEU) 

(Report for the Fair Play Ambassador Mr Miro Cerar, Member of the European Fair Play Movement) 

Robert Perc, JJEU, the President 

18 October 2017 

 
 
The Ju-Jitsu European Union (JJEU) has been established on the 29th of October 1977 (at that time 

named as the European Ju-Jitsu Federation), for the future development of Ju-Jitsu in Europe and the 

World. The founding members declared sincere wishes to contribute and work for the final goal of 

unification, standardization and cooperation. 

In 2017, on the 40th Anniversary of its creation, the JJEU General Assembly, as the highest authority 

within the organization, recognized the need to update the JJEU mission, values and vision and to set 

the bolder path for the future development of ju-jitsu in the Europe and worldwide. 

I. FAIR PLAY 
 
The words engraved on the Fair Play Trophy with a short explanation of meaning added. Fair Play 
Trophy is awarded at each ranking list event in Europe. The JJEU provides the trophy to the organiser 
to provide standardises trophy and distinction among other results based trophies (and includes all 
stakeholders as it has been awarded  in the past to athlete, team doctor, national team coach, the 
official etc.). 
 

o Respect – the way of ju-jitsu, people, society, nature and environment – start with 

respecting yourself. Respect all life and respect the ideals of sport and peace. 

o Courage – to do the right things no matter the outcomes, no matter how hard it is. 

Struggle and stand for peace and hope. 

o Duty – to yourselves to improve and become better person, to others with exercising good 

and building trust in ju-jitsu, respect the discipline, exercise the discipline to achieve the goal 

o Charity – when you have a chance, help others who are in need, always behave as a citizen 

of Earth, doing good things to others is a virtue. Where ever you go, where ever your life will 
take you, everywhere you can do a lot of good things. 

o Courtesy – your behaviour is your message to others what kind of person you are 

o Sincerity – do what you are saying, say what you did, be brave to speak the truth, respect 

other with fair relations 

o Truthfulness – be truth to yourself, avoid hypocrisy, let he fair play lead the way  

o Honour – walk with the head high, do the best you can, more good you do, more strong 

you will be 

o Training – training and education allows us to perform with excellence, professional way 

and allows fair opportunities for everyone 
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o Example – lead with examples, understand enormous role play of good examples in any 

position, being athlete, referee, coach, parent or official. 

II. CLEAN JU-JITSU and PLAY TRUE 
 
We commit to achieve our goals in a healthy way. Understanding the enormous education role of 
sport and how important role models are, especially to youth, is bringing the quality and equal 
opportunity on a higher level. Discipline to win in a fair way is a sign of professionalism – no matter 
winning or losing, do your best on equal terms. 
 
Education of anti-doping helps to build healthy sport environment. Athlete Consent Form is a small 
step to understand the role of healthy life and activities. JJEU is acknowledging the authority of 
World Anti-Doping Agency and Ju-Jitsu International Federation’s Code relating anti-doping. We 
strongly promote the message that we shall not allow unfair winnings and principles of wining at all 
costs, including athlete’s health risks.  
 
Part of true sport is also prevention of any influence of any party to the draw, competition 
procedures, match course and results beyond actual competition rules. infringements shall be 
recognized as a breach of values of fair play and sanctioned no matter the level of competitions. 
Respect and duty are the values leading responsible officials and organisers of events to provide fair 
matches and outcomes in a sporty and healthy manners. 
 

III. GOOD GOVERNANCE 
 
Standards of organisation and management are reflecting our respect (and commitment) to all 
athletes, referees, coaches, parents, volunteers and others, involved in our activities. Respecting the 
Code of Ethics and leading by examples is a path of fair management, followed by transparency in 
decision making process. All stakeholders in Europe ju-jitsu family are having possibility to participate 
and propose solutions and course of the organisation. Decision making authorities are committing to 
follow professional standards and also accountable to member federations with possibilities to be 
recalled in a clear procedure. High democratic standards are based on the fairness to members and 
its representatives. Decisions of governing authorities and financial business are audit on a yearly 
basis. Leading by examples and with clear rules, which define powers and relations (and 
responsibility) guarantee integrity and avoiding any discrimination. Good policies and examples are 
promoted through awarding system, publishing on the web site and promotion of fair play examples 
(not focused only on athlete but all stakeholders involved in ju-jitsu). 
 

IV. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - ORIGINS 

 
Ju-jitsu European Union (JJEU) is a constituent member of Ju-jitsu International Federation (JJIF). 
 
In 1977, following a joint initiative from Germany, Italy and Sweden, the European Ju Jitsu Federation 

(EJJF) was founded. Ten years later, in 1987, when all main European Countries were already 

members of EJJF, the scope of the initiative was expanded to the world- wide scenario. In 1987 the 

International Assembly founded the International Ju Jitsu Federation (IJJF) and EJJF continued its 

activity, becoming one of the continental Unions within IJJF, as EJJU.  
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After the recognition received by the General Association of International Sports Federations (GAISF) 

in 1993 and the first participation to a world-wide multi-sport event (IWGA, 1997), the Ju Jitsu 

International General Assembly of 1998, in order to meet some public relations requirements 

towards further expansion and recognitions, decided to change the name from International Ju Jitsu 

Federation (IJJF) to Ju Jitsu International Federation (JJIF) and Ju Jitsu European Union (JJEU). 

 

JJEU links and combines sport and martial arts clubs, associations and organisations practicing, which 

in principle label same or similar sport and martial arts, respectively named as ju-jitsu, jiu-jitsu, ju-

jutsu, modern ju-jitsu, traditional ju-jitsu, self-defence etc. 

 

Ju-Jitsu is Art, Philosophy, Education, Sport and certainly cannot be limited to this last concept; 

therefore, attention is attributed to the Ethical aspects of this ancient Martial Art and dedicated 

bodies address these aspects within JJEU. JJEU authorities, bodies and officials encourage trust and 

values of Ju-jitsu Ethics Code and Code of Ethics of International Olympic Committee (IOC). 

 

The governing bodies of JJEU will monitor the various proposals coming from the JJIF, the National 

Members and institutional committees within JJEU. The governing bodies must assure that all 

members respect of codes and aims of JJEU and JJIF. 

 

JJEU works as a transparent non-governmental organisation, provide transparency in decision-

making, provide accounting transparency, provide regular information to members and the public 

about its activities and programmes (by annual meetings, social media, internet, e-mail, press 

conferences etc.). 

 

The mission of the Ju-Jitsu European Union is to gather national unions and federations from all 

European Countries, and to develop a spirit of friendship, fair play, peace and understanding among 

formal Ju-Jitsu organisations all over the continent. Beyond competition, Ju-Jitsu involves the 

development of spirit, mind and body, through the development of technical and moral skills, 

practical application of ju-jitsu to everyday life, building leadership and rounding characters.  

 

JJEU is a non-political and non-profit organisation and does not differentiate or discriminate 

countries, National Federations or individuals for reasons of race, colour, gender, sexual orientation, 

religion or political opinion. The JJEU is the European forum where the National Official Sport 

Authorities can debate issues related to the practice of Ju-Jitsu, in order to establish European 

Programmes and Activities, and in order to elect the institutions which will implement them. 

 

V. RECENT DEVELEPOMENT 

V.1 Resolution on the mission, values and vision of the Ju-Jitsu European Union 

2017 – 2024 

 

The JJEU General Assembly in Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, on 2 June 2017 unanimously 

accepted RESOLUTION ON THE MISSION, VALUES AND VISION OF THE JU-JITSU EUROPEAN UNION 

2017 – 2024.  
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The following areas were identified as guidelines for future work and actions of all stakeholder within 

the organisation, not only the athletes: 

 

a) MISSION 

b) VALUES 

o Fair Play and Friendship 

o Tradition 

o Sports and Fun  

o Integrity 

o Autonomy and Accountability 

o Transparency 

o Democracy, Participation and Inclusivity 

o Learning, adapting, developing 

o Sustainability and protection of environment 

o Volunteerism 

c) VISION 

 

The document is in the appendix 1. 

V.2 Code of conduct 

 

The Ethics Commission of the Ju-Jitsu International Federation (JJIF) is preparing, upon proposal of 

the JJEU, the Code of Conduct for all stakeholder in the organisation. The Code would present a 

moral obligation to follow (ethics guide for behaviour). 

At the moment the Code is in the process of evaluation and will be part of the agenda of next JJEU 

Board meeting in Bucharest, 26 and 27 October 2017. 

The proposal of the Code is in the appendix 2. 

 

V.3 By-laws on Fair Play Trophies and Annual Christian Blareau Fair Play Trophy  

(Fair Play Trophy) 

• On all official JJEU events (Championships, Grand Slams, A and B tournaments, ECC), the Fair 
Play Trophy may be awarded to any individual who expressed extraordinary behaviour in this 
sense.  

• The Fair Play Trophy is provided by the JJEU as unified and standard fair play trophy for all 
applicable events within the JJEU. 

• The Fair Play Trophy is awarded if the Organisation Committee of the event recognises 
extraordinary fair-play behaviour which calls for special recognition (explanatory note is 
required as the awarding of the Trophy shall be published). 

 (Christian Blareau Fair Play Award) 

• The “Christian Blareau Fair Play Award” is the highest award in the JJEU for the excellence in 
the field of Fair Play and Ethics. 
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• In principle, the award is granted on annual basis, but only one per year may be given. The 
objective of the award is to look for, find and recognise the move, action, behaviour... which 
in an extraordinary way represents the values of the organisation, the spirit of ju-jitsu, Fair-
Play and Friendship, the Code of Ethics and the Olympic values. 

• All awardees from the events (previous paragraph) are nominated for the award ex-officio. 
Nevertheless, the member federations, the Board, the Committee/Commissions within the 
JJEU may propose another fair-play or ethic move for this award. 

• Proposals from non-member organisations may be considered. 
• Only one candidate per member federation may be considered in the process. 
• The origins of the award proceed from the deep respect to deceased JJEU President, Mr. 

Christian Blareau, and his outstanding contribution to Martial Arts, particularly in developing 
and promoting Ju-Jitsu, his example of sportsmanlike behaviour and professionalism 
regarding his active role in the European Fair-Play Movement. The competent authority shall 
process this award with due diligence and sensitivity. 

• Christian Blareau Fair Play Award is approved and awarded by the Board. 

Appendix 1 

RESOLUTION ON THE MISSION, VALUES AND VISION OF THE JU-JITSU EUROPEAN UNION 2017 – 2024 

– the content was erased by the author as it has been already presented earlier in the document. 

 

Appendix 2 

Code of Conduct for Stakeholders in Ju-Jitsu (proposal) 

In my capacity of ……………….. acting in respect of the traditional values of the worldwide community 

of Ju-Jitsu, coordinated by the Ju-Jitsu International Federation (JJIF) 

I hereby declare to undertake 

and I commit to adhere  

the following  

Ethic Principles 

• to disseminate the culture of ethics and integrity and to serve as role models; 
 

• to respect the international conventions on protecting human rights insofar as they 
apply to the JJIF activities and which ensure in particular: 

• respect for human dignity; 

• rejection of discrimination of any kind on whatever grounds, be it race, colour, 

sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other opinion, national 

or social origin, property, birth or other status; 

• rejection of all forms of harassment and abuse, be it physical, professional or 

sexual, and any physical or mental injuries; 

• ensuring the participants’ conditions of safety, well-being and medical care 

favourable to their physical and mental equilibrium; 

• to promote in all activities of JJIF the principles of the Code of Bushido which calls 
for responsibility, truthfulness, integrity, bravery, benevolence, sincerity, loyalty, devotion 
to the Community and respect for Environment and Nature, living in harmony and spiritual 
balance; 
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• to ensure rigorous behaviour in Dojo by all parties involved (Sensei, Coaches, 
Referees and Practitioners) training the body and cultivating the mind; 
 

• to use due care and diligence in fulfilling any mission with the highest degree of 
integrity, with impartiality, objectivity, independence and professionalism, refraining 
from any act involving fraud or corruption and refraining from situations affected by 
conflict of interests; 
 

• to adopt the Basic Universal Principles of Good Governance: in particular 
transparency, responsibility and accountability; 
 

• to strictly respect the principle of confidentiality, still reporting to the proper authority, 
in the strictest confidentiality and by using the appropriate mechanisms, any information 
related to a violation of the JJIF Code of Ethics. 
Any disclosure of information must not be for personal gain or benefit, nor be undertaken 

maliciously to damage the reputation of any person or organisation. 

 

Signed with my word of honour 



JJEU CALENDAR 2018

January Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

13&14 Orleans Open Orleans FRA Open

18/19/20 World Championship Beach JuJitsu Abu Dhabi UAE Not Open JJIF Rick?

26-28-jan ETM tbd referee course All board

27-jan Colin Kist JuJitsu tournament Steenwijk NED Open

February Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

3&4-02 Italy Cup Open ROME ITA Open

6-11 feb Wintercamp JJIF Bulgary BUL Open JJIF Robert? 

10-11-feb Kodokan Open Norderstedt GER Open

17-feb Dutch National Championship Almere NED Not Open

18-feb National Pro Netherlands Almere NED OPEN

24-feb Open Oost Vlaamse Sint Niklaas BEL Open

March Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

1-5 march WCh Under 18 & 21 Abu Dhabi UAE Not Open JJIF Rick/Robert/Michael

3&4 mrt Bretagne Open Ploermel FRA Open

24-25-mrt Dutch Open in JuJitsu (u18/U21/Seniors) Amersfoort NED Open

24-25-mrt European Cup for U15 Amersfoort NED European Europa Cup event Rick and ?

31-mrt France Team Championship FRA Not Open

April Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

1-apr France Team Championship FRA Not Open

15-apr Hagesund Open NOR Open

24-apr 21st Bernaur JuJitsu tournament in fighting Bernau GER Open

Podgorica Open Podgorica MNE Open

Robi Rajh Open Maribor SLO Open

28&29 Paris Open (+ referee course) Paris FRA Open referee course All board

May Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

7th Budva Open Budva MNE Open

19-mei Danish Open in fighting Bramming DEN open

26-mei National Championship Germany U15 en u18 Not Open

June Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

1, 2, 3 European Championship for Seniors Gliwice POL INTERNATIONAL JJEU Convention All board

1, 2, 3 European Championship for Masters POL INTERNATIONAL JJEU Convention All board

16-jun National Championship Germany U21&sen Not Open

23&24 European DUO games Medemblik NED OPEN Europa Cup event referee course DUO

July Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

5 till 8-july Italian Summercamp and beachgames Rimini ITA OPEN

August Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

JJEU Summer trainingcamp Hachen GER Open JJEU Rick and Michael

September Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

21-23-Sep 15th Balkan Open & WC U15 Athens GRE Open referee course Dana

October Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

Sibor Open Sibor SLO Open

6&7-Oct German Open TBD GER Open JJEU Philippe and Michael

St. Petersburg Open St. Petersbug RUS Open

SLO – Open Brezice SLO Open

26,27,28 European Championship for U18 & U21 JJEU Convention All board

Istocno Sarajevo Open Sarajevo BIH Open

November Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

3-nov Open Oost Nederlandse JJ Championship Markelo NED Open

2,3,4-11 Wintercamp Italy Bologna ITA Open

22-26 Nov WCh Seniors Malmo SWE International JJIF Rick/Robert/Michael

Skopje Open Skopje MKD Open

December Name Location Country Category Remark JJEU at

7-dec 22nd X-Mas tournament Oldenburg GER Open

8-dec 22nd X-Mas tournament Oldenburg GER Open


